ORDER

□ Quotation only

UK
Tel. +44 (0)1382 82 66 20
Fax +44 (0)1382 82 66 41
E-mail sales@juzo.co.uk

FR
Tel. +33 1 80 60 11 00
Fax +33 1 80 60 11 00
E-mail order@juzo.com

COMPANY (Stamp, contact person)

Customer no.: Date:

PATIENT DETAILS
Name / Your order no.:

Previous order no. / Quotation no. / Dd.:

Quantity: □ Piece □ Pair □ Female □ Male

□ LYMPHOLOGY □ SCAR THERAPY □ Please check □ Photo documentation will follow by e-mail

FABRIC
18–21 mmHg 23–32 mmHg
CIRCULAR KNITTING
Juzo® Dynamic □ 3511 □ 3512
Juzo® Dynamic Silver □ 3511 □ 3512
FLAT KNITTING
Juzo® Expert □ 3021 □ 3022
Juzo® Expert Silver □ 3021 □ 3022
Juzo® Expert Cotton □ 3021 □ 3022

MODEL
□ Compression stump shrinker
□ Stump shrinker after Pirogoff-amputation (YD)
□ Stump shrinker after forefoot amputation
□ Compression stump shrinker pantyhose

COLOUR CIRCULAR KNITTING
If not indicated we will deliver colour Almond.
(Silver only available in colour Almond.)
□ Sesame □ Almond □ Poppy seed
□ Blueberry □ Black pepper

COLOUR FLAT KNITTING
If not indicated we will deliver colour Almond.
(Silver and Cotton only available in colour Almond.)
□ Sugar □ Cardamom □ Almond
□ Cacao □ Poppy seed □ Blueberry
□ Black pepper

Trend Colour:

BORDER / FASTENING STUMP SHRINKER
□ Top border □ Silicone border
Hip attachment (Please mention circumference “cT”)
□ Left □ Right □ To be worn as a pair
Body part (Juzo Expert), open crotch □ CCL 1 □ CCL 2
□ Custom-made
□ Standard size (colour Almond); Size:

GUSSET STUMP SHRINKER PANTYHOSE
□ Open crotch □ Fly

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
□ Seams on the outside
□ Prosthesis pin opening

ACCESSORIES
Arion Proth-Pro: □ XS □ S □ M
□ L □ XL □ XXL
Arion Magnide: □ M □ L □ XL
□ ScarPad extra □ ScarPad strong
□ Lymphpad Line □ Lymphpad Square
□ Special Gloves
Size: □ S(5) □ M(7) □ L(9) □ XL(11)

Total foot length

Special requests:

□ Compression stump shrinker
□ Stump shrinker after Pirogoff-amputation (YD)
□ Stump shrinker after forefoot amputation
□ Compression stump shrinker pantyhose

Trend Colour:

Lymphology

Juzo® Expert Cotton
Juzo® Expert Silver
Juzo® Expert

FLAT KNITTING
Juzo® Dynamic Silver

□ Open crotch

CIRCULAR KNITTING
Juzo® Dynamic

Standard size (colour Almond) · Size:

Special Gloves
Size: □ S(5) □ M(7) □ L(9) □ XL(11)

Customer no.: Date:

Name / Your order no.:

Previous order no. / Quotation no. / Dd.:

Quantity: □ Piece □ Pair □ Female □ Male

□ LYMPHOLOGY □ SCAR THERAPY □ Please check □ Photo documentation will follow by e-mail

FABRIC
18–21 mmHg 23–32 mmHg
CIRCULAR KNITTING
Juzo® Dynamic □ 3511 □ 3512
Juzo® Dynamic Silver □ 3511 □ 3512
FLAT KNITTING
Juzo® Expert □ 3021 □ 3022
Juzo® Expert Silver □ 3021 □ 3022
Juzo® Expert Cotton □ 3021 □ 3022

MODEL
□ Compression stump shrinker
□ Stump shrinker after Pirogoff-amputation (YD)
□ Stump shrinker after forefoot amputation
□ Compression stump shrinker pantyhose

COLOUR CIRCULAR KNITTING
If not indicated we will deliver colour Almond.
(Silver only available in colour Almond.)
□ Sesame □ Almond □ Poppy seed
□ Blueberry □ Black pepper

COLOUR FLAT KNITTING
If not indicated we will deliver colour Almond.
(Silver and Cotton only available in colour Almond.)
□ Sugar □ Cardamom □ Almond
□ Cacao □ Poppy seed □ Blueberry
□ Black pepper

Trend Colour:

BORDER / FASTENING STUMP SHRINKER
□ Top border □ Silicone border
Hip attachment (Please mention circumference “cT”)
□ Left □ Right □ To be worn as a pair
Body part (Juzo Expert), open crotch □ CCL 1 □ CCL 2
□ Custom-made
□ Standard size (colour Almond); Size:

GUSSET STUMP SHRINKER PANTYHOSE
□ Open crotch □ Fly

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
□ Seams on the outside
□ Prosthesis pin opening

ACCESSORIES
Arion Proth-Pro: □ XS □ S □ M
□ L □ XL □ XXL
Arion Magnide: □ M □ L □ XL
□ ScarPad extra □ ScarPad strong
□ Lymphpad Line □ Lymphpad Square
□ Special Gloves
Size: □ S(5) □ M(7) □ L(9) □ XL(11)

Total foot length

Special requests: